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the airport has quite a lot of exterior details, in all weather, fog, night and various lighting to top it all off. it is fully detailed with the road around it, the outside of the terminal building, various buildings, a fence with gate, motorway, taxiways with vehicle loads in each taxiway, the outside of the aircraft main terminal building, the
aircraft parking bays with aircraft taking off and landing; landing lights on the aircraft, the roof of the terminal building, the roof of the airport terminal building, the airport safety and security ground office and control tower, the control tower roof, the air traffic control tower, the helicopter air traffic control tower, the helicopter landing
aids towers and the helicopter airport air traffic control tower. everything is detailed and looks great. the ground textures are well detailed too. i don't notice any "jumpiness" anywhere; they are clean and smooth so no texture clashes in any area. there are a few small "glitches" in the concrete, but not to an extent or in a pattern which

makes me think these were located using the ground plane textures, where the uv's weren't perfectly laid out. that wouldn't normally be a problem for me as i have the uv modelling feature installed to make sure i don't have to do that, but i will mention it just in case. the airport has it's own landing strip with vehicles, although i am
unsure why there is a security office on top of the runway.. a bit of a cockpit view i think. it does blend in very nicely with the rest of the airport, however. i don't see any problems there.
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